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Abstract
We propose interpretable deep Gaussian Processes (GPs) that combine the expres-
siveness of deep Neural Networks (NNs) with quantified uncertainty of deep GPs.
Our approach is based on approximating deep GP as a GP, which allows explicit,
analytic forms for compositions of a wide variety of kernels. Consequently, our
approach admits interpretation as both NNs with specified activation functions and
as a variational approximation to deep GPs. We provide general recipes for deriving
the effective kernels for deep GPs of two, three, or infinitely many layers, composed
of homogeneous or heterogeneous kernels. Results illustrate the expressiveness of
our effective kernels through samples from the prior and inference on simulated
data and demonstrate advantages of interpretability by analysis of analytic forms,
drawing relations and equivalences across kernels, and a priori identification of
non-pathological regimes of hyperparameter space.
1 Introduction
The success of deep learning models in numerous domains is generally perceived as stemming from
greater expressivity which results in powerful generalization [1]. However, deep learning models are
still considered black box as their complexity arises from the enormous number of parameters and
possible choices for different structures and activation units. Understanding these models remains an
open and challenging problem [2–6]. Williams [7] demonstrated that the characteristics of single-
layer neural networks (NNs) can be understood from its effective kernel. It is thus appealing to create
more interpretable methods through the correspondence between deep learning and kernel-based
methods [8–15] which have the advantage of an explicit mathematical formalization.
Quantifying uncertainty of inferences is critical issue for deep learning models as they are deployed
in a broader array of settings [16, 17]. Gaussian processes (GPs) [18], the infinitely wide limit of
single-layer neural network with random weight parameters [19], are attractive alternative models
capable of quantifying uncertainty through Bayesian inference. Moreover, GPs can be composed
into deep GPs [20], with inference via variational approximations [21–23], to achieve expressiveness
that is comparable to deep NNs. However, as for NNs, with this expressivity comes difficulty in
interpretability. It is desirable to leverage interpretability of explicit mathematical formalizations
associated with kernel-based methods, while preserving experessivity and uncertainty quantification.
We introduce a new variational approximation to Bayesian inference in deep GPs that effectively
represents any depth as single layer. By approximating deep GP as a GP, we gain the ability to
analytically integrate over multiple heterogeneous layers, allowing a great variety of effectively
deep, yet interpretable kernels. Section 2 reviews recent and relevant papers to highlight important
prior works. Section 4 introduces our technical approach with recipes for integrating three types of
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Deep Bayesian composition
(homogeneous)
composition
(heterogeneous)
analytic kernel Reference
F T N/A N/A T [7]
T F T F T [10]
T F T F T [24, 25]
T F T T T [27]
T T T N/A T [26]
Table 1: Table summary of related works. Symbols T and F stand for true and false while N/A denotes not
applicable.
compositions along with representative results for compositions of two layers (Table 2), three layers,
and infinitely deep GPs. Section 5 addresses interpretability of our effective kernels. Section 6 is a
detailed case study of squared exponential kernels. Section 7 presents conclusions.
2 Related works
Our contribution is the development of Bayesian deep GPs with analytic forms for compositional
heterogeneous kernels. We focus on the most closely related previous works, highlighting the
differences (see Table 1). Because activation functions of deep neural networks correspond with
kernels in deep GP, our results shall also help interpret the heterogeneous networks using different
activation units.
Williams [7] was first to derive analytic kernels of one-layer neural networks, using sigmoidal and
Gaussian activation functions. Later, Cho and Saul [10] extended analytic results to polynomial
activation functions and further made extension to deep models. Daniely et al. [24] extended these
results for homogeneous deep networks with 2nd hermite, step, and exponential activation functions
and Poole et al. [25] to tanh activation functions. Our approach differs by focusing on deep GPs for
Bayesian inference, and allowing heterogeneous kernels.
Lee et al. [26] extended the correspondence between NNs and GPs [19] to deep NNs and GP, via the
central limit theorem, focusing on homogeneous kernels.
Duvenaud et al. [27] studied pathologies in deep GPs, primarily focusing on squared exponential
kernels and sampling functions from the prior. We study pathologies using our analytic approach
identifying regimes of non-pathology in hyperparameter space, and we show results for prediction
for a variety of kernels while controlling complexity through marginalization, which interestingly
yields a different analytic form for deep squared exponential kernels.
3 Brief review of Gaussian Processes
A Gaussian process (GP) is a prior distribution p(f) over continuous function f of which any subset
of points {fi} follows the joint multivariate Gaussian distribution specified by mean function µ(xi)
and covariance matrix Kij = k(xi, xj). The properties of function, such as smoothness, are encoded
in the covariance function k(xi, xj) : RD × RD → R. For example, functions that are sampled
from the squared exponential kernel are infinitely differentiable, while the non-stationary neural
network kernel [7] may generate functions that have discontinuity. Under the Bayesian framework,
the posterior distribution p(f |D, θ) is used to make predictions. The hyperparameters, denoted by θ,
are determined by the maximizing the marginal distribution p(D|θ). The benefit of Bayesian learning
of θ is that over fitting is naturally avoided by the two competing terms, data-fit and complexity
penalty, in the marginal likelihood.
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4 Approximate deep GP with moment matching
Deep GP serves as a prior distribution over both homogeneous and heterogeneous compositions of
functions, where the resultant function f from L layers of warping is given by
f ∼ GP(0, k(L)(h(L−1)i , h(L−1)j )) (1)
with the hidden functions hm=1:(L−1)
h(m) ∼ GP(0, k(m)(h(m−1)i , h(m−1)j )) . (2)
Homogeneous deep GPs compose functions with the same kernel, k(i) = k(j), ∀i, j, whereas het-
erogeneous deep GPs compose functions with different kernels ∃i, j s.t. k(i) 6= k(j). By convention,
h(0) refers to the input x ∈ RD. For a finite set of {fi}Ni=1 associated with the input {xi}Ni=1, the
joint distribution p(f ,h(1:L−1)|X) can be expressed as
p(f |h(L−1))p(h(L−1)|h(L−2)) . . . p(h(1)|X) , (3)
from which it is seen that the marginal distribution p(f |X) = ∫ p(f ,h|X)dh is intractable because
the hidden function vectors h appear in the inverse of covariance matrix. In addition, the marginal
distribution for f is generally non-Gaussian implying that a deep GP is not a GP.
To illustrate, we consider a deep GP with only one hidden layer, i.e. L = 1. The exact marginal
distribution associated with the set of points f is
p(f |X) =
∫
dh1 · · · dhNp(f |h)p(h|X) , (4)
where the hidden function values h1:N are marginalized out. Because it is intractable, we proceed by
approximating p(f |X) with a joint Gaussian so that only the mean v and the covariance matrix Keff
are needed, i.e.
p(f |X) ≈ N (f ;v,Keff) . (5)
Here we note that the matrix elements of the effective kernel matrix [Keff ]ij = keff(xi, xj) is a
function encoding the correlation propagating through the hidden layers in deep GP.
The mean v is obtained by taking the expectation, vi = E [fi] =
∫
fip(f ,h|X)dfdh, and it follows
from the zero-mean GP that v is zero. The covariance matrix is obtained by taking the second
moment [Keff ]ij = E [fifj ]. The effective covariance function becomes
keff(xi, xj) =
∫
k(1)(hi, hj)p(h|X)dh1 · · · dhN , (6)
from which one may note that taking the second moment has removed the most formidable part,
the inverse of covariance matrix K(1), appearing in p(f |h). By employing the marginal property of
multivariate Gaussian distribution, we arrive at the following integral,
keff(xi, xj) ∝
∫
k(1)(hi, hj) exp
[
−h
T K˜−1h
2
]
dhidhj , (7)
where h is the column vector with entries of hi and hj . The two-by-two matrix K˜ is the submatrix of
full covariance matrix K(0) associated with the first-layer GP.
Now it can be seen that the moment matching method simplifies the difficult problem into the
two-variable integral in Equation (7). For general covariance functions, the two-by-two matrix K˜ is
expressed as
K˜ =
(
α γ
γ β
)
, (8)
in which the matrix elements α = k(0)(x1, x1), β = k(0)(x2, x2), and γ = k(0)(x1, x2). For
stationary covariance function such as SE, the diagonal elements are equal α = β.
We demonstrate three kinds of covariance functions for k(1) for which closed form effective kernel
can be obtained.
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Case 1. The simplest case is the linear kernel k(1)(h1, h2) = σ21h1h2. We can show that the
corresponding effect is to multiply a constant, namely
Lin[k(0)(x1, x2)] = σ
2
1k
(0)(x1, x2) . (9)
The proof is straightforward by observing that the integral of k(1)/σ21 against the Gaussian measure
is by definition the covariance matrix E [hhT ].
Case 2. The general Gaussian kernel k(1)(h1, h2) = σ21 exp[−(uh21 − 2vh1h2 + uh22)/2] with the
parameters u > v > 0 corresponds to the non-stationary kernel [7] derived from neural network with
Gaussian activation function. The effective kernel is shown to be
NN[k(0)(x1, x2)] = σ
2
1
[
(u2 − v2)D + u(α+ β)− 2vγ + 1]− 12 , (10)
with D = αβ − γ2. The general Gaussian kernel reduces to the squared exponential (SE) one if
u = v = `−21 , which leads to the special case,
SE[·] = σ21
(
1 +
α+ β − 2γ
`21
)− 12
. (11)
The proof starts with observing that one can rewrite the covariance function as exponential quadratic
form, k(1) = σ21 exp[− 12hTMh]. It follows that the integral in Equation 7 turns into another Gaussian
integral so the effective covariance function is given by the square root ratio ofD′ = det[M+K˜−1]−1
to D = det[K˜], and
keff = σ
2
1
√
D′
D
. (12)
Case 3. To capture periodic pattern in data, we are interested in squared cosine kernel (SC),
k(1)(h1, h2) = σ
2
1 cos
2 h1−h2
`1
. It can be shown that the effective kernel reads,
SC[·] = σ
2
1
2
[
1 + exp
2γ − α− β
`21
]
. (13)
One can first employ the equality cos2 z = [2 + exp(i2z) + exp(−i2z)]/4, followed by rewriting
exp[i(h1 − h2)] = exp[iaTh] with aT = (1,−1)/`1. By completing the square in the exponent, one
can in the end get keff ∝ exp[−2aT K˜a].
Case 4. The above can be generalized to recursive relations applicable to the case where depth > 2.
For homogeneous composition, e.g. three-layer deep GP with SE kernel, one can obtain the effective
SE[SE[SE]] kernel by plugging the two-layer effective kernel in Eq. (11) back into the γ term in the
same equation. Doing so results in the following recursive relation,
k
(L+1)
eff (xi, xj) =
σ2L+1√
1 + 2(`−2L+1)[σ
2
L − k(L)eff (xi, xj)]
, (14)
which relates the current covariance function k(L) to the covariance k(L+1) when the SE kernel with
hyperparameters σL+1 and `L+1 is employed. Similar approach can be taken for obtaining other
homogeneous composition kernels SC[SC[SC[...]]] (Eq. 13) and the non-stationary Gaussian kernels
NN[NN[NN[...]]] (Eq. 10).
Duvenaud et al. [27] suggest connecting the input layer (i.e. the data) to each of the hidden layer to
resolve pathologies of deep neural networks. Here one also has the freedom to do so. Because the input
variables are not random variables, one can simply multiply the exponential factor exp(−||x1−x2||2)
to the effective kernel in all cases. In later sections, we exploit our analytic form to identify regions
of the parameter space that are non-pathological, thus obviating this modification.
Case 5. For heterogeneous composition of, for example SE, SC, and NN, three-layer deep GP, one
can obtain the effective kernel by recursively plugging the effective previous kernels into the α, β,
and γ term of subsequent kernels. For example, the SE[SC[NN]] kernel is
SE[SC[NN]](xi, xj) =
σ22√
1 + (σ1/`2)−2[1− e`−21 (2γ−α−β)]
, (15)
with α = k(xi, xi), β = k(xj , xj) and γ = k(xi, xj) from the general Gaussian kernel k or from
another neural network kernel (e.g. equation (4.29) in [18]).
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Notation Effective kernel
SE[SE] a[1 + b G(∆x2, c)]−
1
2
SC[SE] a{1 + exp[−bG(∆x2, c)]}
SE[SC] a[1 + b sin2(∆x/c)]−
1
2
SC[SC] a{1 + exp[−b sin2(∆x/c)]}
SE[Lin] RQ 12
SC[Lin] SE + Const.
SE[Lin+SE] a{1 + bG(∆x2, c) + d∆x2}− 12
NN[SE] a[1 + f + bG(∆x2, c/2) + dG(∆x2, c)]−
1
2
Table 2: List of compositional kernels by stacking two GPs with respective kernels denoted by SE (squared
exponential), SC (squared cosine), Lin (linear), and NN (neural network with Gaussian activation function). The
function symbol G(x2, c) = 1− exp(−x2/c) appears with SE composition. The sequence can be understood
from the notation, for example, SE[SC] means input data is directed to the first GP with SC kernels, followed by
sending its output to the second GP with SE kernel which produces the final output. The hyperparameters are
represented by the symbols a, b, c, d, and f , all of which are positive.
5 Interpretation of effectively deep GP
Variational inference, where one approximates the true distribution p with a simpler distribution q by
minimizing the KL divergence, KL(p||q), provides an alternative view of our approximation. We
approximate deep GP, p, as a GP, q, and moment matching then ensures that the KL divergence is
minimized [18].
Our approximation based on GPs yields benefits in interpretability for both deep GPs and deep NNs.
Prior results establish that deep NNs can be viewed as GPs [7, 10, 26]. In both the deep GP and deep
NNs paradigms, people tend toward homogeneous kernels / activation functions, in part because there
are not effective tools for predicting how compositions will behave a priori. In Table 2, we list a few
representative analytic kernels from stacking two GPs. The analysis above allows iterative generation
of heterogeneous kernels such as SE[SC[NN]] and homogeneous one SE[SE[SE[...]]] of any depth.
Moreover, because our approach sits between these two paradigms, we can view our compositions as
arising from activation functions [24], kernels [8], or compositions of both.
Unlike the neural network framework which generates only non-stationary kernels, such as arc-cosine
kernel [10, 7], the present kernel composition in deep GP does not have such constraint. If stationary
kernels are employed in first and second layers, such as SE[SE], then the resultant kernel is also
stationary. In fact, one can directly generalize the present composition to any stationary kernel in
the first GP. For example, one may construct SE[Matern], SE[RQ], SE[Exp], etc, and similarly for
SC[·]. Interestingly, our approach reproduces some well known kernels. Based on Equation (13), the
periodic kernel proposed by MacKay [28] is equivalent to SC[SC]; following Equation (11) one can
see that the rational quadratic kernel (RQ) is equivalent to SE[Lin]. Most strikingly, the fundamental
SE kernel can be obtained by SC[Lin].
In principle, the composition is also applicable to any kernel, e.g. Matern[SE], RQ[SC], Brown-
ian[NN], are also possible but one needs to solve the integral in Eq. 7 numerically.
It is worthwhile to note the order of composition matters from the perspective of our approximation.
Consider the composition, SC[Lin[Lin]]. There are two ways to interpret. First, from inside out,
SC[Lin[Lin]]→ SC[Lin] → SE plus constant kernel. Second, from outside in, SC[Lin[Lin]]→
SE[Lin]→ RQ 12 . The former interpretation is correct in the sense that the approximation is taken
from inside to outside.
We may leverage interpretability to analyze differences in expressivity of SE[SE] and SE. First,
SE[SE] approaches RQ 12 in small ∆x limit. Because the rational quadratic kernel is known to arise
from summing over infinitely many SE kernels with Gamma distribution over the inverse of length
scale [18], the effective SE[SE] kernel also possesses the multi-length scale feature. Second, the
function composition y = f(h(x)) leads to the long-range correlation, i.e. when ∆x→∞, SE[SE]
kernel approaches some nonzero constant while SE becomes vanishingly small. It can be seen by
noting that the first-layer outputs h(x1) and h(x2) are nearly independent if x1 and x2 are distantly
apart. Nevertheless, the distance h(x1)− h(x2), generally falling within [0, σ0] with high probability,
v
fed into the second layer is greatly reduced if the signal magnitude σ0 associated with h is small,
which leads to the relevant correlation between f(h(x1)) and f(h(x2)).
The composition using non-stationary kernel is also interesting. SE and NN kernels are both Gaussian
type. What can be observed in SE[] is the appearance of this linear combination k(x, x) +k(x′, x′)−
2k(x, x′) (Eq. 11) from previous layers, which is also the case for SC[]. More importantly, the
nonlinear combination k(x, x)k(x′, x′)− k(x, x′)2 appears because of the non-stationariness (u 6= v
in Eq. 10), and such was not found in the literature. Such term makes both e−2(x−x
′)2/c and
e−(x−x
′)2/c appear in NN[SE] but does nothing to the linear kernel, i.e. NN[Lin] = SE[Lin].
5.1 Comparing with deep kernels of neural networks
Duvenaud et al. [27] studied pathologies of deep kernels in a deep neural network. They suggest that
each layer of neural network serves as feature maps h(x) for the input x and the resultant covariance
function k(x, x′) ∝ hT (x′)h(x) following the Mercer’s theorem. If one stacks a GP with squared
exponential kernel on top of this neural network, the effective kernel function is proportional to
exp{−[kL(x, x)+kL(x′, x′)−2kL(x, x′)]}, whic can be compared with SE[NN] in our composition.
This result apparently makes sense and the dependence on the kernel from previous layer is the
same as Equation 11. Yet, our approach yields a rather different functional form. We attribute the
difference to the deterministic nature of neural networks mapping in [27]. Here the hidden functions
are marginalized out in the integral in Equation 7. It is also intriguing to notice that the effective
kernel in Equation 13 obtained by placing the squared cosine GP on top of another GP is very similar
with the deep kernel in [27] up to addition of constant kernel.
5.2 Characteristics of effective kernel
We consider the distribution over derivatives of the functions sampled from GP. By definition of
Gaussian process, any two values f1 and f2 from a function f(x) must follow the joint Gaussian
distribution N (f1, f2|0,Σ) with the two-by-two covariance matrix Σ. In order to shed light on the
expressiveness of our effective kernels, we calculate the following expectation,
E [(f1 − f2)2] =
∫
df1df2(f1 − f2)2N (f1, f2|0,Σ) , (16)
which shall asymptotically approach E {[f ′(x)]2}(x1 − x2)2 as their the inputs x1 and x2 are close
to each other. Consequently, we obtain the expectation value of squared derivative,
E {[f ′(x)]2} = 2 lim
x1→x2
σ21 − keff(x1, x2)
(x1 − x2)2 . (17)
When applying the above to the effective kernel in Equation 11, one may show that the effective
kernel SE[SE] has
E {[f ′(x)]2} = σ
2
0σ
2
1
`20`
2
1
. (18)
SC[SC] results in the same conclusion. This characteristics of the derivative of our effective kernels
are consistent with observed by [27].
6 Case study: empirical behavior of SE compositions
6.1 SE vs. SE[SE]
Figure 1(a)–(d) shows functions generated from SE and SE[SE]. The functions generated by SE[SE]
seem to possess two length scales in variations: the rapidly varying blue line in Figure 1(d) seems to
have slowly varying underlying trend that is similar to a shifted version of the black dash line. This is
broadly consistent with the discussion in Section 5 of the additional expressivity of multi-length scale
behavior in deeper structure.
To further demonstrate the expressivity of SE[SE] kernel over the SE kernel, we use them to fit a
dataset with two length scales 1. Figure 1(e) shows that the smooth SE kernel does not fit the small
1The data is from the example of FITRGP MATLAB. See https://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/
fitrgp.html
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Figure 1: (a) Three different SE kernels and (b) functions sampled from these kernels. (c) Three different SE[SE]
kernels and (d) functions sampled from these kernels. For (a) and (c), the kernel black dash, red dotted line, and
blue solid line are 0.8, 0.5, and 0.2 at ∆x = 1, respectively. All functions in (b) and (d) are generated using the
same noise vector. (e)-(f) Regression on multiscale data with SE and SE[SE] kernels. (g)-(h) Regression with
SE (g) and SE[SE] (h) kernels on pure noise data sampled from normal distribution with σ = 0.2. Red dots are
data points, and black line is the predictive mean.
variation, while the SE[SE] kernel is able to capture these fast variation on top of the slowly varying
one. Figure 1(f) shows that the SE[SE] kernel is better than SE kernel at prediction not only in the
range of larger amount of data, but also in the limited data regime. We also remark in passing that
the prediction accuracy for SE[SE] kernel is comparable with the RQ kernel, which is known to be
multi-length scale, but with more stable hyperparameter optimization.
Given the ability of the SE[SE] kernel to capture fast variation, one might have the concern that it
will fit to noise. To explore this possibility, we trained both SE and SE[SE] kernels on pure noise data.
In Figure 1(g) and (h), we show the prediction mean (black) from training on 90 noise data points
sampled from the normal distribution with σ = 0.2. For this particular noise data, the SE kernel in (g)
generates a non-zero prediction mean, while the SE[SE] kernel in (f) nicely predicts the underlying
zero function.
We also apply the SE and SE[SE] kernels to two UCI regression data sets, the House Price dataset
and the Abalone dataset. We investigated the test error as a function of the fraction of training number.
For the House Price dataset, the SE[SE] kernel obtain lower test error than the SE kernel does when
the fraction of training data is larger than 30% (see Supplementary Material Figure 1(a)). For the
Abalone dataset, the two kernels have similar test error (see Supplementary Material Figure 1(b)).
6.2 Deep SE compositions
Figure 2 shows kernels from different depth of SE compositions with randomly sampled hyperparam-
eters. The first observation is that as the number of layers increase, the more likely an “L-shaped"
kernel is sampled. For very deep constructions, the L-shape. kernels—a delta-function plus a con-
stant, equivalent to a white noise kernel plus a constant kernel—pervade most of the hyperparameter
space. This observation is consistent with an analysis that considers infinitely deep GP without the
marginalization over the latent functions in each layer [27]. In that analysis, a constant function
emerges from stacking infinitely many SE kernels one on top of the other, while a delta function
emerges when every SE layer is connected to all subsequent layers in the infinitely deep structure.
The L-shaped kernel is often referred to as a pathology because functions sampled from such kernels
are either constants or white noise are not very useful. [27] has proposed using an input-connected
architecture to avoid this pathology. In Case 4 under Section 4, we mention the equivalent effective
kernel of this architecture, which indeed produces fewer L-shaped kernels (rightmost panel of
Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Kernels from different depth of SE compositions with randomly sampled hyperparameters. All
hyperparameters are sampled uniformly from (-10,10) in log space, except for the parameter a (c.f., Table 2),
which is set to exp(0) = 1. The ’SE[SE[SE]] w/ input’ kernel has input-connected layer as suggested by [27].
Plots for other kernels in Table 2 can be found in Supplementary Material Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Effect of initialization on hyperparameter optimization. The title of each panel denotes the data-
generating kernel. The hyperparameters that are optimized are those of the SE[SE[SE]]] kernel. The x-axis
corresponds to different random initialization of the hyperparameters, sorted according to its y value. The
y-axis is log(abs(∆ log marginal likelihood)), where ∆ log marginal likelihood is defined to be the log marginal
likelihood of the data under the data-generating kernel and hyperparameters minus that of the data under the
optimized kernel and hyperparmaters. Smaller y values indicate that the optimized marginal likelihood is
closer to the data’s true marginal likelihood. The black dotted line corresponds to an initialization where the
hyperparameters are chosen to avoid an L-shaped kernel. Ten different datasets are generated from the same
data-generating kernel and hyperparameters. The y values plotted are the average over these 10 datasets.
On the other hand, one may ask whether, given the effectiveness of deeper models, pathology
is the best interpretation. L-shaped kernels simply take the data at face value, and in this way
may be interpreted as an inductive bias toward avoiding hasty generalization. Instead of viewing
simplicity as something akin to smoothness in function space, which effectively asserts very strong
a priori knowledge about the true function, deeper models may view no generalization beyond
the data as simplest. Informally, we note that we have indeed observed cases where, for shallow
models, optimization converges to settings that generalize from limited data, while for deeper models
optimization converges to parameterizations that are L-shaped and do not generalize beyond the
observed data.
6.3 Hyperparameter optimization
We expect that hyperparameter optimization be difficult because of the pervasiveness of the L-shaped
kernels in deeper compositions. To test this, we generate data from the non-periodic kernels in
Table 2. The hyperparameters of the data-generating kernel are chosen to satisfy K(∆x = 0) = 1
and K(∆x = 1) = 0.8 (e.g., Figure 1 (a) and (c) black dash lines), and we generate data from these
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kernels (e.g., Figure 1 (b) and (d) black dash lines). We then optimize the hyperparameters of the
SE[SE[SE]] kernel to fit the data by maximum marginal likelihood. We run the optimization 20 times
with 20 random initialization where the hyperparameters are sampled uniformly from (-10,10) in log
space. Figure 3 shows that different initialization can lead to different optimized values (blue dots),
confirming that hyperparameter optimization can be difficult and is sensitive to initial condition.
The interpretability of our analytic forms allows us to efficiently identify settings of hyperparameters
that are free from the L-shaped pathology. For example, constrained optimization can be used to find
hyperparameters such that K(∆ = 0) > K(∆ = a > 0) and K(∆ = a > 0) = b > 0 efficiently.
Marginal likelihood optimization under such initialization (Figure 3 black dotted line) is better (closer
to the true marginal likelihood) than 75% to 95% of the randomly initialized optimization (Figure 3
blue dots). Furthermore, this initialization often causes the optimization to reach a more stable local
minimum, as indicated by the black line being near a cluster of blue dots that have the same optimized
marginal likelihood.
7 Conclusions
We have presented interpretable deep Gaussian Processes that combine increased expressiveness
associated with deep NNs with uncertainty quantification of GPs. Our approach is based on ap-
proximating deep GPs as GPs, which enables one to analytically integrate yielding effectively deep,
single layer kernels. We have provided a recipe for constructing effective kernels for cases including
homogeneous and heterogeneous kernels (equivalently, activation functions), derived a variety of
such kernels, analyzed their behavior, confirmed behavior by prior and posterior predictive simulation,
and identified non-pathological regimes of hyperparameter behavior for both the prior and posterior
predictive distributions. Simpler than alternative approaches to variational inference, our approach
yields strong benefits in interpretability while retaining remarkable expressivity.
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